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The Apache Software Foundation's Jakarta Struts remains the most popular Java framework for building enterprise-level Web applications. In the first book to cover the extensive new features of the final release of Struts 1.1, The authors present the technical and conceptual information you need to design, build, and deploy sophisticated Struts 1.1 applications.
You will find thorough coverage of both the Struts Model 2 architecture and the process for building model, view, and controller components. You’ll learn to use critical features like Tiles, the Validator, DynaActionForms, plug-ins, security, and internationalization. And you’ll discover updated and expanded code examples that not only work with the final production release of Struts 1.1, but also demonstrate best programming practices and powerful development techniques.      

This book covers everything you need to know about Struts and its supporting technologies, including JSPs, servlets, Web applications, the Jakarta-Tomcat JSP/servlet container, and much more.     

What you will learn from this book     

	The Jakarta Struts Model 2 architecture and its supporting components 
	How to get started with Struts and build your own components
	How to work with the Commons Validator, ActionForms, and DynaActionForms
	Techniques for customizing the Controller
	Ways to maximize your presentation pages with Tiles
	How to internationalize your Struts applications
	Tips for managing errors and debugging Struts applications
	All about eclipse integration, and much more


Who this book is for     

This book is for Java developers who want to build sophisticated, enterprise-level Web applications using the final production release of Struts 1.1.     

       About the Author
   James Goodwill is the co-founder and chief technology officer at Virtuas Solutions, LLC, located in Denver, Colorado. With over 10 years of experience, James leads Virtuas' Senior Internet Architects in the development of cutting-edge tools designed for J2EE e-business acceleration.


Rick Hightower (www.rickhightower.com) is a developer who enjoys working with Java, J2EE, Ant, Struts, Web Services and XDoclet. Rick is also the CTO of Trivera Technologies (www.triveratch.com), a global training, mentoring, and consulting company focusing on enterprise development.        
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Industrial Machine Learning: Using Artificial Intelligence as a Transformational DisruptorApress, 2019

	
		Understand the industrialization of machine learning (ML) and take the first steps toward identifying and generating the transformational disruptors of artificial intelligence (AI). You will learn to apply ML to data lakes in various industries, supplying data professionals with the advanced skills required to handle the future of...
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Enough: Why the World's Poorest Starve in an Age of Plenty.PublicAffairs, 2009
For more than thirty years, humankind has known how to grow enough food to end chronic hunger worldwide. Yet while the Ð²Ð‚ÑšGreen RevolutionÐ²Ð‚Ñœ succeeded in South America and Asia, it never got to Africa. More than 9 million people every year die of hunger, malnutrition, and related diseases every year most of them in Africa...
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Next Generation IPTV Services and TechnologiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Detailed coverage of the underlying technologies required to build an end-to-end IPTV system
The television entertainment industry is currently experiencing a major transformation as broadband subscribers and improvements in compression techniques for digital video content continue to grow. This growth is fueling the demand for a new generation...
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Computer Networks, Fifth Edition: A Systems Approach (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2011


	Once again, this now-classic textbook has been revised to keep it

	up-to-date with our evolving field. While the Internet and its protocols

	now dominate networking everywhere, we see continued evolution

	in the technology used to support the Internet, with switching at “layer 2”

	providing rich functionality and...
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Mastering Joomla! 1.5 Extension and Framework Development: The Professional Guide to Programming Joomla!Packt Publishing, 2007

	Joomla! is the world's hottest open-source content management system, and the winner of the 2006 Open Source CMS Prize. Out of the box, Joomla! does a great job of managing the content needed to make your website sing. But for many people, the true power of Joomla! lies in its application framework that makes it possible for thousands of...
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The Auditory System in SleepAcademic Press, 2008
Presents, for the first time, the brain during sleep associated to the auditory sensory input.    

       This book presents for the first time a view of a sensory system working in a different state-that of the sleeping brain. The auditory system is always "open" receiving information from the environment and the body itself...
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